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w _, Dear Secretary Nielsen: 

I write to strongly urge you to extend Temporary Protected Status (TPS) for individuals from El 
Salvador and Honduras and redesignate Haiti and Nicaragua for TPS. Ordering the deportation 
of hundreds of thousands of law-abiding individuals living and working in the U.S. is 
impractical, economically destructive, and inhumane. Failure to address the looming TPS crisis 
has the potential to separate families, undermine the U.S. economy, and send nearly 300,000 of 
our friends and neighbors back to countries they haven't lived in for decades. 

My own state ofNevada is home to about 6,300 TPS holders from El Salvador, Haiti, and 
Honduras, along with their 5,200 American-born children. These individuals contribute 
significantly to our economy and constitute a major part of the state's hospitality workforce. TPS 
holders live and work legally in Nevada, contribute to payroll taxes, own businesses, shop at 
local stores, and are productive members of our community. The Center for American Progress 
estimates that ending TPS for Salvadorans alone would lead to over $250 million in GDP loss for 
Nevada. That is one reason why groups such as the American Hotel and Lodging Association 
and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce have come out in favor of extending TPS. 

TPS recipients are also mothers, fathers, sons, daughters, neighbors, and friends, and they have 
built their lives here in Nevada. Most have lived and worked in our communities for many years, 
and in some cases, decades. In fact, the average Salvadoran TPS holder in Nevada has lived in 
the U.S. for over twenty years. Allowing TPS to expire would uproot people from their homes, 
destroy families, and collapse communities. 

There is no question that Congress must act to provide relief to TPS recipients whose fate is 
currently in limbo, threatening their ability to remain in the country they know and love. 
However, in the meantime, it is imperative for the Administration to act now to ensure that 
families remain together, workers stay in their jobs, and the TPS program continues. I therefore 
implore you to extend Temporary Protected Status for individuals from El Salvador and 
Honduras and redesignate Haiti and Nicaragua for TPS immediately. The people of Nevada are 
counting on you. 
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Thank you for your attention to this urgent matter. I look forward to your response and prompt 
action. 

Sincerely, 

Jacky Rosen 
Member of Congress 
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Dear Representative Rosen: 

Febtuary 21,2018 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services 
Office l!{lhe Director (MS 2000) 
Washi ngton, DC 20529-2000 

U.S. Citizenship 
and Immigration 
Services 

Thank you for your January 5, 2018 letter to the Depattment of Homeland Security (DHS). 
Secretary Nielsen asked that I respond on her behalf. 

I appreciate your interest in the Temporary Protected Status (TPS) designations for El Salvador, 
Haiti, Nicaragua, and Honduras. The Secretary's authority to designate or redesignate a country for 
TPS and to extend or terminate a country's existing designation is based upon specific statutory 
criteria. See Immigration and Nationality Act (INA)§ 244(b). U.S. Citizenship and Immigration 
Services (USCIS) is principally responsible for advising the Secretary on TPS issues and implementing 
the program. 

At least 60 days before the current expiration date for a TPS designation, the Secretary must 
review conditions in the foreign country and, after consultation with other appropriate federal agencies, 
determine whether the statutory conditions for TPS continue to be met. Under the INA, if the Secretary 
determines that the conditions for designation are no longer met with respect to a country, the Secretary 
is required to terminate the designation. See INA§ 244(b)(1),(3). 

Secretary Nielsen decided to terminate the TPS designation for El Salvador after considering 
information from several U.S. Government sources, with a delay of 18 months to allow for an orderly 
transition before the designation terminates on September 9, 2019. DHS is committed to an orderly 
transition that will allow time for El Salvador to prepare for the return and reintegration of its citizens. 
Additional details on the Secretary's decision and the process for current El Salvador TPS beneficiaries 
to renew their work authorization until TPS terminates on September 9, 2019, can be found on the 
USCIS website and in a notice that was published in the Federal Register on January 18, 2018. 

After considering infmmation from several U.S. Government sources, on November 20, 2017, 
former Acting Secretary Duke announced the termination of Haiti's TPS designation after determining 
that the statutory conditions for the designation no longer continued to be met. To allow for an orderly 
transition, the former Acting Secretary delayed the effective date by 18 months. Accordingly, Haiti 's 
TPS designation will terminate on July 22, 2019. The 18-month period will provide time for 
individuals with TPS to arrange for their departure or to seek an alternative lawful immigration status 
in the United States. Additional information on the termination of Haiti TPS can be found on the 
USCIS website and in a notice that was published in the Federal Register on January 18, 2018. 
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After considering information from several U.S. Government sources, on November 6, 2017, 
former Acting Secretary Duke announced the termination of Nicaragua's TPS designation after 
determining that the statutory conditions for the designation no longer continued to be met. To allow 
for an orderly transition, the former Acting Secretary delayed the effective date by 12 months. 
Accordingly, Nicaragua's TPS designation will tetminate on January 5, 2019. The 12-month period 
will provide time for individuals with TPS to arrange for their depatiure or to seek an alternative 
lawful immigration status in the United States. Additional information on the termination of 
Nicaragua's TPS designation can be found on the US CIS website and in a notice published in the 
Federal Register on December I 5, 2017. 

USCIS will work with the State Department and the governments ofEl Salvador, Haiti, and 
Nicaragua to help inform relevant stakeholders in-country and in the United States to ensure an orderly 
return and reintegration of their citizens. 

In regards to Honduras, former Acting Secretary Duke did not make a determination by the 
60-day deadline for Honduras (November 6, 2017), resulting in an automatic six-month extension of 
the designation. Details regarding this extension and the process for Honduran TPS beneficiaries to 
re-register can be found on the USCIS website and in a notice published in the Federal Register on 
December 15, 2017. 

Thank you for your letter and interest in this important issue. Should you require any 
additional assistance, please have your staff contact the US CIS Office of Legislative Affairs at 
(202) 272-1940. 

Respectfully, 

L. Francis Cissna 
Director 


